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Chapter 1116
Emperor Apocalypse nodded and looked around: “Which general is willing to lead an
army and destroy this Tongtian Sect?”
Ssh!
At this moment, many generals sitting on one side looked at each other in dismay, and
no one wanted to go.
“Your Majesty! The minister is willing to go!”
At this moment, Yan Xiong stood up and clasped his fists at Emperor Tianqi, with a firm
expression on his face.
Yan Xiong stood up, and there was an uproar at the banquet! Civil and military officials
all give thumbs up!
“General Yan goes out in person, and the Tongtian Sect will be destroyed.”
“Yeah, General Yan is really a hero in the world.”
Emperor Tianqi also smiled, nodding at Brother Yan and applauding: “Okay, okay, there
are you and so on. Good talent, it’s really a blessing for me in the Apocalypse
Continent, I wish you a triumphant return soon.”
With that, Emperor Apocalypse raised his cup towards Yan Xiong from a distance.
“This minister must live up to His Majesty’s expectations!”
Yan Xiong quickly agreed, then raised his cup and drank it.
Immediately, under everyone’s attention, Yan Xiong strode forward to Ren Yingying and
said with a smile, “Your Highness, when I return in triumph, would the princess wish to
join me on a boat on Crescent Lake to enjoy the scenery?”
Crescent Lake, On the outskirts of the imperial city, the picturesque scenery is the
favorite place for literati, poets and young couples.
Swish!
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At this moment, Ren Yingying’s face turned red all of a sudden, and she was so
embarrassed and angry!
This Yan Xiong actually said such things in front of so many people.
This should be the meaning of dating in the Earth Continent.
But now that there are so many people, there is no way to reject him. Thinking to
herself, Ren Yingying said angrily, “Let’s talk about it when you destroy Tongtian Sect.”
“Okay!”
Yan Xiong nodded with a smile, then quickly left the banquet and began to deploy
troops.
…..
On the other side, Xuanye Continent!
It was already past nine o’clock in the afternoon, but the bustling city was still full of
traffic. Yue Feng was running fast on the side of the street.
More than a hundred meters behind Yue Feng, a dozen figures, like night owls, were
chasing after him.
It was Fang Shixian and those experts in the arena.
Nima!
Are these people crazy?
After chasing more than half of the city, still refuse to give up?
At this time, seeing the situation behind him, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.
“Yue Feng, quickly return the Coiling Dragon Spirit of our Fang family, otherwise, even if
you run to the ends of the earth, I will not let you go.” A cold voice came from Fang
Shixian’s mouth.
Panlongjing is a treasure handed down from the Fang family, how can Yue Feng take it
away?
At the same time, those experts in the rivers and lakes also shouted angrily.
“Yue Feng, you are also the master of a sect anyway. Don’t you feel ashamed to do this
kind of thing?”

“Hurry up, we still have room for negotiation…”
The angry shouts from behind kept coming, Yue Feng secretly Grit your teeth and keep
increasing your speed.
Yue Feng could feel that there were even a few fourth-rank Martial Emperors who were
chasing after him! It is estimated that these people are the top experts in the entire
Xuanye Continent. If they are caught, not only will the Coiling Dragon Spirit be snatched
back, but even his life will be thrown here!
Gotta get rid of them!
Yue Feng looked forward while running, and saw an office building not far away. In the
office building, lights were on on several floors. Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about
it, and rushed in directly.
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Seeing Yue Feng getting into the building, Fang Shixian frowned secretly.
“Patriarch Fang, what should I do?”
“This seems to be an office building, should we follow up?”
For a time, many experts in the arena were hesitant to speak.
There is an unwritten rule in the rivers and lakes, the affairs of the rivers and lakes
should be solved by the rivers and lakes, and the ordinary people should not be
disturbed.
In the office building in front of me, the lights are on on several floors, and there are
obviously people working overtime.
For a time, these arena experts hesitated.
Wait inside, what if you catch up with Yue Feng and hurt innocent people?
“Don’t panic, everyone, look for it layer by layer, and after you find Yue Feng, don’t do
anything.” Fang Shixian’s face was gloomy, and he quickly spoke.
“Understood!”
After hearing this, everyone nodded. Rush into the office building.
Immediately afterwards, the crowd dispersed and began to search layer by layer.

At this moment, Yue Feng is here.
After entering the office building, Yue Feng immediately regretted it.
Nima.
It’s all offices, there’s nowhere to hide.
Anxious, when he passed a room on the second floor, Yue Feng suddenly froze.
I saw a big two words written on the wall inside: calligraphy.
Obviously, this is a calligraphy class.
On the chair inside, a charming figure was sitting, writing with a brush. Obviously, it was
a calligraphy teacher.
This calligraphy teacher is dressed in a long white dress, which sets off the sexy curves,
giving people a very charming feeling, and at the same time showing a temperament
that cannot be profane.
I go!
Why did you meet her again?
Yue Feng’s eyes widened instantly, Nima, isn’t this calligraphy teacher, Mrs. Miao
Yuan?
“You… Yue Feng?”
At this moment, Master Miao Yuan also discovered Yue Feng, her red lips slightly
parted, her face surprised.
Since the last time she met Yue Feng, Master Miao Yuan had made up her mind to go
to Yue Feng in the past few days. She wanted Yue Feng to help her return to the Earth
Circle.
But I never thought that this evening, Yue Feng would suddenly appear in front of him.
The two looked at each other across the door. In the next second, Yue
Feng reacted quickly, walked in quickly, and greeted Master Miaoyuan: “So you are a
teacher in a calligraphy class.”
The wind looked around. There are no more students in this calligraphy class at this
time. But there are all kinds of calligraphy posted on the wall, some calligraphy works,
and the signature is a wonderful fate.

Unexpectedly, this Master Miaoyuan writes too much, and it is quite beautiful.
“Why are you here?” Master Miao Yuan couldn’t help asking.
“It’s a long story, I’m here, it’s just a coincidence!” Yue Feng said in a low voice, looked
back to see if anyone was chasing after him, and then said anxiously: “Quick, quick, do
you have any here? Where to hide? Hurry up and let me hide!”
Fang Shixian’s gang must have already chased in. You have to find a place to hide.
Hiding?
Hearing this, Master Miaoyuan’s too delicate face was full of astonishment: “What have
you done? Who are you provoking?”
Speaking, Master Miaoyuan thought of something too, and her tone was complicated:
“What woman have you provoked? Being chased by others?” The
dignified Tianmen’s sect master is not serious at all, and he is messing with flowers
everywhere, needless to say this time, he must have provoked some women again.
After all, what talisman did he use before to let himself call him husband.
Thinking of this, Master Miaoyuan blushed subconsciously and was a little angry.
Ah?
Chase a woman?
Why do you want to add another…
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I’m in your heart, is it so out of tune?
Seeing Shitai Miaoyuan’s expression, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying, but
he didn’t have time to explain: “I’ll tell you when it’s safe.”
Dengdengdeng…
As he was talking, he heard a sound from outside. There was a rush of footsteps, and
then, a wave of breath fluctuations came over.
Nima!
Came so fast.

At this moment, Yue Feng quickly looked around, but he didn’t see any hiding place
around him. He was so anxious.
But then, he glanced at Shitai Miaoyuan, only to see Shitai Miaoyuan wearing a long
skirt, Yue Feng had an idea, and hurriedly bent down and got in.
“You…”
Yue Feng’s action frightened Master Miaoyuan, who was shocked and angry, his face
blushing: “What are you doing, come out quickly…”
This Yue Feng is too daring .
It’s actually… It’s so embarrassing if people see it through my own skirt.
When saying this, Master Miao Yuan was too hasty, stood up quickly, and at the same
time kicked Yue Feng with his feet.
Master Miao Yuan has no inner strength, and can only kick with his feet.
“Master…”
Yue Feng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, and quickly waved his hand to comfort
him: “Master, don’t be like this, I really have nowhere to hide, you help me, as long as
you help me, I will do whatever you want. I promise you.”
Nima!
Fang Shixian’s gang was about to arrive, and they ran out of time. Now there is no
place to hide in the surrounding area, hiding under the skirt is the best!
“You, you…” Master Miaoyuan only felt trembling all over her body. When was the
dignified Elder Emei, when was a man slipped under her skirt? This Yue Feng is really
courting death!
But now, Master Miaoyuan has no inner strength, Yue Feng can’t come out from under
her skirt, she can’t do anything!
“You agree to any conditions?” Finally, Master Miaoyuan still gritted her teeth and asked
with her head lowered.
“I promise everything!” Yue Feng nodded again and again.
Master Miaoyuan gritted her teeth too tightly and let out a sigh of relief. She knew that
even if she let Yue Feng come out, Yue Feng would not come out. He is a rascal! At
that time, Master Miao Yuan had no choice but to recognize it, sat down again, and

whispered, “Yue Feng, I let you hide here today, but you have to take me back to the
Earth Continent.
” Smash garlic. Hiding under his skirt, he took out a Guixu Dan from his pocket and
stuffed it into his mouth.
Guixu Dan can hide the aura of practitioners.
When Shixian and those people below, really want to come in, they won’t be able to
perceive their existence.
Master Miao Yuan was also nervous, and her face was a little hot.
This Yue Feng, when will he hide?
Who the hell is chasing him?
“Squeak–“
Just when Master Miaoyuan was thinking too much, the door was pushed open, and
then, Fang Shixian walked in quickly.
“Miaoyuan teacher, you haven’t left yet?”
At this moment, Fang Shixian was stunned when he saw Miaoyuan teacher sitting
there.
Coincidentally.
Recently, Fang Shixian has become obsessed with calligraphy, and every week, he will
come to the calligraphy class to listen to the class. And Miao Yuan Shi Tai is precisely
Fang Shixian’s calligraphy teacher.
Although Master Miaoyuan has no inner strength, in Fang Shixian’s eyes, he is just an
ordinary person, but he is also a teacher after all, so he is surprised and polite at the
same time.
“Fang… Patriarch Fang?”
Master Miao Yuan was also stunned.
Of course she knew Fang Shixian’s identity, he was the patriarch of a first-class family
in Wanhai City.
Why is he here so late?

Could it be… that he was the one who chased Yue Feng?
Thinking about it, Master Miaoyuan smiled and said calmly, “Well… I’m practicing
calligraphy here.”
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“Teacher Miaoyuan!” Fang Shixian walked around the room and asked Master
Miaoyuan, “Did you see someone come in just now?” Master Miaoyuan bit
her lip, she knew, Fang Shixian is catching Yue Feng. But at this time, Yue Feng was
hiding under his skirt.
Master Miaoyuan said softly: “Patriarch Fang, I’m the only one here. I’ve been practicing
calligraphy, and I haven’t seen anyone come in. What’s wrong? Patriarch Fang.”
When asked the last sentence, Master Miaoyuan was very natural. .
Hearing this, Fang Shixian looked disappointed and smiled: “No… nothing! Teacher
Miaoyuan, please be busy, I won’t bother.”
After speaking, Fang Shixian walked out quickly.
As soon as they got outside, those martial arts masters also gathered around.
“Patriarch Fang, I didn’t find that kid Yue Feng.”
“I didn’t find it either!”
“This Yue Feng is too cunning.”
Hearing his companion’s words, Fang Shixian’s face was extremely ugly.
At this moment, someone next to him suddenly realized something: “Patriarch Fang,
could that Yue Feng deliberately lead us into this building and then sneak out?”
Yes!
possible!
Fang Shixian’s face changed greatly, and he quickly waved his hand: “Quick, go out
and chase!” After the
voice fell, Fang Shixian urged his figure and rushed out. The rest of the crowd looked at
each other and quickly followed.

call!
Yue Feng could hear Fang Shixian’s conversation with those masters clearly, and when
he heard the sound of their footsteps go away, he immediately breathed a sigh of relief.
Haha… it’s safe this time!
At this moment, Yue Feng felt that the skirt was lifted by a corner, and then Master Miao
Yuan looked down at Yue Feng, his face blushing: “The person has left, you, you still
haven’t come out? Get out!”
“I’ll come out, come out…” Yue Feng was amused by her actions, and quickly got out.
After Yue Feng came out, the atmosphere was indescribably subtle.
“You…”
After being stiff for a few seconds, Master Miao Yuan came back to his senses, bit his
lip, and asked curiously, “Why is the Fang clan chasing you?”
This Yue Feng must have done nothing good. Son.
Yue Feng smiled and said lightly: “It’s nothing, just took away their Fang family’s Coiling
Dragon Spirit.”
What?
Panlong essence?
At this moment, Master Miaoyuan bit his lip too tightly! Righteously said: “Then you give
it to the family.” After
coming to Wanhai City for so long, Master Miaoyuan certainly knows that the Fang
family is not only a first-class family in Wanhai City, but also has a handed down
treasure in the family. Dragon Essence’.
Yue Feng took away the family heirloom, can they be in a hurry?
Master Miao Yuan is too righteous and awe-inspiring, and he can’t rub the sand in his
eyes. Even if he has no inner strength, he wants to take care of it after learning about
the situation.
Ugh!
Seeing Shitai Miaoyuan’s expression, Yue Feng knew that her sense of justice was
coming again, and couldn’t help but smile bitterly: “I said Shitai Miaoyuan, things are not

what you think, I use Panlong Jing to save people. Yes, sigh, I don’t want to tell you
more, thank you this time, I’ll go first!
After saying that, Yue Feng turned around and was about to leave.
Finally got rid of Fang Shixian’s gang, of course, hurried away.
“Hey, stop!”
Just two steps away, there was a too eager cry from Master Miao Yuan behind him.
Yue Feng stopped, looked back, and saw Master Miaoyuan’s hesitation.
“What’s the matter? Is there anything else?” Yue Feng said with a smile.
Facing Yue Feng’s gaze, Master Miao Yuan said in a low voice, “You just said that as
long as I help you, you will promise me a condition, and I want you to take me back to
Diyuan Continent.”
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Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, and quickly said: “Okay, I’ll take you back.”
Master Miaoyuan was overjoyed and nodded quickly.
At this moment, Yue Feng realized something and looked up and down at Shitai
Miaoyuan: “However, you have no inner strength at all, you can’t fly in the sky, what
should you do? Now the Fang family is chasing me everywhere, always I can’t
accompany you to walk back to the Earth Continent.”
Yes!
How to do this?
Master Miaoyuan was also in a hurry, and whispered: “How about… you are carrying
me?”
After saying this, Master Miaoyuan’s face was inexplicably flushed.
“How can I fly with your back?” Yue Feng couldn’t help shouting.
“Then…”
Master Miaoyuan bit his lip too tightly, as if it was hard to open his mouth, he glanced at
Yue Feng, then lowered his head: “Would you… or you should hug… hold me!”

After finishing speaking At these times, Master Miaoyuan’s delicate face was extremely
red, like a ripe apple.
I go!
Is this still Master Miaoyuan?
In order to go back, I let myself hold her. Yue Feng laughed and nodded: “Okay, then,
I’ll take some losses and hold you to fly. Who told you to call my husband before, right?”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Master Miaoyuan’s face became hot, and he stamped his feet angrily:
“You still said…”
This Yue Feng really hasn’t changed at all, no matter what time he is, he is not serious.
Yue Feng took it as soon as he saw it, and stopped teasing.
Immediately, Yue Feng picked up Master Miaoyuan, moved his figure, and quickly left
the office building.
hiss!
At that moment, Ruan Xiang fell into his arms, and Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a
deep breath.
So soft, so fragrant.
Master Miaoyuan’s body was tensed up, feeling that a heart was about to jump out, very
nervous, and at the same time unspeakably shy.
Once, he was thinking about how to get rid of Yue Feng all the time.
But now, even Master Miao Yuan did not expect that he would beg Yue Feng to bring
himself back to Diyuan Continent.
And, still hold yourself.
Soon, Yue Feng and Mrs. Miao Yuan disappeared into the night on the outskirts of
Wanhai City, and the bickering between the two also sounded in the night sky from time
to time.
“Hey… don’t move your hands!”
“I didn’t move, it’s because you moved yourself.”

“You…”
“By the way, when you return to the Earth Continent, you are not allowed to hide Talk
nonsense about what’s under my skirt.”
“I have a mouth on my body, so you don’t care what I say. However, if you call me
husband again, maybe I’ll agree…”
” Yue Feng! You are really a rogue..”
After a long flight, the two arrived at the boundary of Diyuan Continent, and Yue Feng
let go of Master Miao Yuan.
At this moment, stepping on the land of the Earth Circle Continent, Master Miao Yuan
had mixed feelings, as if from a different world.
myself.. finally back.
Afterwards, the two of them went straight to the Emei School without the slightest
pause.
To be honest, Yue Feng really wanted to return to the Ouyang family immediately and
use the Coiling Dragon Spirit to save the little fairy.
But in the end, Yue Feng decided to send Master Miao Yuan back to Mount Emei first.
Previously, the head of Emei was arrogant and always thought that he had killed Master
Miaoyuan. I found myself in trouble several times.
Even in the Apocalypse Continent, Yue Feng was punched into the crater with one
palm.
Yue Feng wanted to see what kind of expression Han Aoran would have when he
brought Master Miao Yuan back to the Emei Hall.
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